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This paper describes the ascent portion of mission 3B and the
trajectory simulation which was developed as part of Task Assign-
ment 1.4-7-F. rL4^
1 = of
2.0	 DISCUSSION OF GROUNDRULES AND CONSTRAINTS
Mission 38 is designed as a payload retrieval mission with both
shuttle launch and orbiter landing to take place at the Western
Test Range ( TJR).	 The mission is designed for direct rendezvous
with a passive satellite in a 100 NMI circular orbit with an in-
clination of 104 degrees. 	 Rendezvous and return to the WTR occurs
r
one revolution after liftoff.
The shuttle is in a tail south orientation while on the pad. Lift- x
off is an on-time launch; no launch window is considered. 	 Follow-
.
ing tower clearance, the vehicle simultaneously rolls to the launch k
-azimuth and executes a pitchover maneuver.	 The launch azimuth is
`	 designed to insure planar flight to the target orbit (104 degree}
inclination).	 The pitch maneuver is designed to maximize weight
at main engine cutoff (MECO) while limiting maximum dynamic Ares-
sure (max q) to less than 650 LB/FT 2 .	 SRB separation occurs at
SRB propellant depletion.' The separation is an instataneous, non-









throttled to limit maximum sensed acceleration to 3`.•0 g's (96.522
a
FT/SEC2 ).	 MECO state conditions are defined in Reference 1 and
are designed for safe impact of the external tank (ET).
Following MECO, the orbiter attitude is held constant and orbiter/ET'
separation sequencing is initiated.	 The separation maneuver con- ;
sists of the following sequence_
a.	 5.0 second coast
b.	 8.0 second RCS burn (a -Z body translation)
c.- 30.0 second coast
.i
d. 22.0 second, 2-engine OMS burn for ET clearance.
Following   the separation sequence, the orbi ter attitude is rel eased
and the OMS continues to burn to achieve the rendezvous orbit. The
OMS cutoff conditions are such that 1) the orbiter -is 9.4 NMI below
and 6.7 NMI behind the target satellite at the OP11S cutoff and
.;r
2)-!orbiter/satellite rendezvous occurs 18.0 minutes after insertion. y
These groundrules and constraints for reference mission 36 are con- x
tained in Reference 2.
	 A more detailed mission profile description ;5






RESULTS OF TRAJECTORY SIMULATION'
The reference mission 38 ascent trajectory was developed using the





Eis a three-degree-of-freedom (translational degrees-of-freedom)
program with vehicle attitude instantaneously defined by the
` guidance algorithms.
Platform orientation is defined at liftoff with 1) X-axis aligned
.t
with the geodetic vertical, 2) Z-axis in the local horizontal
plane, pointing in the direction of launch, and 3) Y-axis complet-
ing the right-handed system.	 A tail south vehicle orientation on
the pad is simulated	 by commanding a roll attitude of -161.242
degrees relative to the platform system. 4
Following liftoff, tower clearance is simulated by a 6.0 second
vertical rise.	 Roll and pitchover maneuvers of 6.0 and 10.0 sec-
onds duration, respectively, are initiated at tower clearance.
The roll maneuver orients the vehicle in a tail down attitude, a-
long a launch azimuth of 198.758 degrees east of north. 	 The launch
azimuth resultsresults in near planar flight from liftoff to MECO. 	 Pitch- j1
over is optimized for maximum weight at MECO.	 Termination of the
programmed pitchover maneuver occurs at 16.0 seconds and a zero
angle of attack, gravity turn profile is initiated. 	 The maximum
dynamic pressure (588 LB/FT I ) occurs at 52.0 seconds.
	 A sequence
of events is given in Table I.
" SRB separation occurs at 121.773 seconds.	 The separation is modeled
as an instantaneous, non-propulsive maneuver and signals the end
a
of simulated gravity turn.
f
-3-
Following SR8 separation active guidance is initiated with guid-
ance target conditions set for MECO. The MECO state conditions
were selected from Reference 4 and are as follows:
Altitude (at IMECO)	 90. NMI
Velocity	 25278. FT/SEC
Flight-path angle	 .1 DEG
SSME throttling is initiated at 435.773 seconds when the 3g accel-
eration limit is reached. NECO occurs at 509.338 seconds, when
the guidance time-to-go reaches 0.0 seconds.
The orbiter/ET separation sequence is initiated at MECO. Follow-
ing a 5.0 second fixed attitude coast, physical separation is sim-
ulated by an 8.0 second (4. FT/SEC) -Z translation of the orbiter.
The maneuver is an RCS maneuver with the orbiter attitude fixed.
The RCS maneuver is followed by a 30.0 second fixed attitude coast.
At this time (MECO + 43.0 seconds), the OMS is i gnited (a 2-engine
burn). The first 22.0 seconds of the OMS burn is simulated with
orbiter attitude fixed. This portion of the OMS burn is required
at a fixed attitude for ET clearance prior to guidance release.
The remainder of the burn is for insertion into the rendezvous
transfer orbit.
At 574.338 seconds, active guidance is re-initialized. OMS cut-






in orbiter/satellite rendezvous 18.0 minutes later (1800.547 sec-
onds). Insertion conditions for this simulation and the target
	
3
satellite state which result in rendezvous are as follows:
Orbiter at	 Target
insertion	 satellite
Radius - feet	 21476507.	 21533322.
Velocity - feet/second 	 256.13.	 25569.
Flight-path angle-degrees 	 0.124	 '0.000
x	 Longitude - degrees	 -129.99	 130.02
Geocentric latitude-degrees	 8.58	 8.48
Inertial azimuth-degrees 	 194.16	 194.16
"
A sequence of major events.for the mission 3B ascent profile is
given in Table I. A weight summary and trajectory'parameter sum-
mary are given in Tables II and III, respectively.
a
A weight history for the reference mission 3B ascent simulation
f;	 is given in Figure 1. Weight drops are indicated at SRB separa-
tion and ET separation. Figures 2 through 7 illustrate thrust
profiles as , used in the trajectory simulation. Figure 2 is SRB
atmospheric thrust. SSME throttle setting history is given in
Figure 3. Figures 4 and 5 are SSME vacuum and atmospheric thrust,
respectively. Shuttle total thrust histories from liftoff to MECO
are given in Figures 6 and 7. The weight and thrust data indicated




in Reference 2. Sensed acceleration and Mach number resulting
from the indicated thrust and weight sequences are illustrated
by Figures 8 and 9. Acceleration data is presented from liftoff
to OMS cutoff. OMS propulsion. characteristics for th _ts simulation
(Reference 2) are
Vacuum Thrust - 6000 LB	 Vacuum ISP - 313.2 SEC
Time histories of altitude, inertial	 range, relative velocity,
inertial velocity, relative flight-path angle, inertial flight-path
angle and inertial azimuth from liftoff to OMS cutoff are presented
in Figures 10 through 16. 	 Altitude as a function of inertial range is
presented in Figure 17.
	 The range data is based on a spherical
earth model and the inertial radius vector of the launch site.
`	 Altitude is geodetic altitude.
Angle of attack and sideslip angle histories for the mission 3B trajec-
tory simulation are given in Figures 18 and 19.	 The resulting q-a and
J




Figures 20 and 21.	 Data is presented for both angle of attack and
sideslip angle.
	
Dynamic pressure and axial force histories are
presented in Figures 22 and 23. ?
Two closed loop guidance segments are utilized during the mission 3B
x
reference trajectory simulation. 	 The first segment is from SRB se-














guidance commanded  pitch and yaw histories are illustrated in
N
Figures 24 and 25.	 The values are inertially referenced values.
The Estimated time remaining before achieving the required target
conditions (time-to-go) for the two guidance maneuvers is pre-
sented in Figures 26 and 27.
	
Gimbal	 angles are given in Figures
28, 29 and 30.	 Vehicle attitude relative to a local horizontal
system is illustrated by the pitch and yaw attitude data of Fig-
uses 31 and 32.	 The local system is defined using the geocentric
radius and relative velocity vectors.	 Table IV contains defini-
tions of some of the parameters illustrated in Figures 1 through
32.
4.0	 CONCLUSIONS
The reference mission 3B ascent trajectory described in this design
note is a three-degree-of-freedom, point mass simulation which ad-
he'res to the groundrules
	
defined for this mission.
A data tape of some of the key parameters for the mission 3B refer-
t^
ence trajectory is on file at the JSC computer center. 	 The tape
format is described in Reference 5.	 JSC tape library number for r
the trajectory tape is V15457. 	 The mission 3B ascent trajectory
simulation is to comprise a portion., of the Space Shuttle System
Baseline Reference Mission document to be released by the NASA at
alfutu're date.	 Future reference mission ascent trajectories will
consider six degrees of freedom and moment balancing as the simu-

























Begin closed loop guidance
Begin throttlin. SSI•^Y for
3g acceleration limit
Freeze steering commands 503.773
.,	 0	 be-4 n attitude 509.330
hold for ET separation






Znd -Z naneuver - :maintain attitude 522-338F .'
hold
>	
Oi^S_ ignition - ffixed attitude 552.33 ° 	 r
maneuver
Begin closed loop guidance 574.335
Freeze steering cor rands 714.33s
Orbit insertion- 720.547QMS cutoff
Sbutti'e%target rendezvous 1500.547
s	 `














ET ( Dry ) -75000
Unused I,,x propellant —17643 a
. (from ET) a
. 1,1J FPR propellant —2616
i
in ET.
ME fuel bias —1091
propellant in ET
1
Nl+ propellant trapped -2007
j
in orbiter ( unusable) 1





K TABIE II WEIGHT SUrQUn
( continued )
Event TIM WEIGHT




5	 Initiate closed ... 574.338 182659
loop guidance
Orbiter OILS propellant -5602
OBIS cutoff- 720.547 177057..
orbit insertion
Orbiter (Dry) 159000




r' 116n-prop. useable 2778
consumables r r
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TABLE IV PARAMETER DEFINITION
Altitude Vehicle altitude above the reference
ellipsoid measured along the geodetic
radius vector.
:Atmospheric thrust Vacuum thrust corrected for atmos-
pheric pressure effects
Commandeditch attitude Guidance commanded attitude of the
lthrust vector projection onto the
plumbline pitch plane- measured nega-
tively from the vertical
-Commanded yaw attitude Guidance commanded attitude angle:
from the thrust vector projection
onto the pl Lnbl i ne pitch plane to r-,
the thrust vector
Earth fixed coordinate Am earth centered, rotating coordi nate
system system with Z axis directed north, X-Y
plane coincident with equatorial plane.
X axis is coincident with Greenwich
meridian and rotates with the earth. f
Inertial azimuth planeAngle from instantaneous meridian	 ane`
a^
i	 7
#to 	 projection of the inertial
o city vector onto a plane perpendi ular
to the geocentric radius. vector - pos-
itive from north to east K ,
Inertial coordinate An earth centered, inertial coordinate
system system with Z axis directed north, X-Y
plane coincident with equatorial plane.
• The X-Z plane is coincident with the
launch meridian at liftoff.
Inertial flight-path Angle between the inertial velocity
angle vector and its projection onto a plane
perpendicular to the geocentric radius
vector
k
Inertial	 range_ Surface range from instantaneous launch





xInertial velocity Velocity measured in the space.-fixed
coordinate system'
Inner gimbal angle Euler angle defining pitch orienta-.;,
tion in the platform system (Roll, 4
pitch, yaw sequence)
NOTE: In this simulation the platform
r system is initialized to the plumbline
'reference system.
Middle gimbal an,g?e Euler angle defining yaw orientation
in the platform system (Roll, pitch,4 yaw sequence)
Outer gimbal angle Euler angle . defining roll orientation
v in the platform system (Roll, pitch
yaw sequence)
Pith attitude angle Angle from the local horizontal to
the vehicle longitudinal axis projec-
tion onto the relative velocity vec- =.
1
tor, geocentric radius vector plane ;
Pitch plane angle of Angle from the pitch plane component
A attack ofrelative velocity vector to the
projection of the vehicle longitudinal
axis into the pitch plane
Relative flight-path Angle between the relative velocity
angle vector and its projection onto a plane
perpendicular to the geocentric radius
vector
Relative velocityy elocity measured in the earth-fixed ;
coordinate system
Throttle setting Ratio of actual atmospheric thrust to
nominal (100%) atmospheric thrust
Time to go Guidance determined prediction of time
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